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ALMOST THE LAST WEAVER  
 
HER TEXTILES ARE WOVEN POETRY, HER TRADITIONAL HANDWOVEN CLOTHING,  
FABRICS AND OBJECTS ARE BEYOND COMPARE. THE PROFESSIONAL  
WEAVER KAROLA KAUFFMANN REVEALS THE SECRET OF HER SURVIVAL IN A  
LOST CRAFT: CREATIVITY AND THE COURAGE OF INDIVIDUALITY.  
 
 

 
 
 
Like the rhythm of the weaver’s heartbeat, the shuttle is thrown back  
and forth, carrying the weft through the warp. First to the left, then to  
the right, driven by her energetic arm movements as she follows the  
shuttle with her green eyes, while her bare feet dance around controlling  
the 14 heddles in order to raise or lower the warp and give the textile  
the pattern and form that she seeks.  
 
Then, suddenly everything falls still. The weaver wants a silk thread  
in a different colour. She changes the shuttle, and the rhythmic beat  
starts up again. Another pause. The woman examines the brilliant band  
of pure silk warp threads before her. A moment of meditation. Then  



she takes a fine gold thread and, with her long fingers, pulls it carefully  
through the 3400 silk threads. And the shuttle once again begins its  
rhythmic heartbeat – until the next stop.  
 
A complex way of weaving, but experts call it unique. Karola Kauffmann,  
62 years of age, has everything in her head – she can “see” the  
patterns, forms and colours, even the secret special treatment of her  
quality materials. She gets the ideas on her daily rambles behind her  
workshop in Hottingen in Germany’s Hotzenwald area, not far from the  
Swiss border. To these ideas she adds those she has garnered on her  
travels to distant cities and faroff  
lands.  
 
CRAFT BECOMES ART  
 
Every fabric that textile artist “KK” works up into a piece of clothing, a  
shawl or an object according to her uncompromising principles of selection,  
bears the aura of an exceptional creation. Over the past 32 years,  
her craftsmanship, originality and creativity have ensured her survival  
and gained her the recognition of a loyal clientele mainly in Switzerland  
and Germany.  
 
These are women and men who are able to appreciate  
her artistic and aesthetic facets, individuality and outstanding quality.  
Karola Kauffmann repays this loyalty by ensuring that her unique – and  
necessarily expensive – pieces are sold only in her own exhibitions in  
galleries, empty factory sheds or in the workshop. She eschews exhausting  
marketing campaigns and prefers to build on the enthusiasm  
of her customers, who recommend KK as an insider tip. This approach  
has brought her into contact with charming people while keeping her  
financially above water.  
 
But weaving is immensely timeconsuming.  
Why would someone continue to exercise the profession? Karola Kauffmann  
is a professional weaver, one of the last in the Germanspeaking  
world. For her “weaving  is living”. She discovered weaving  
as a young woman; in her eyes “it was a revelation”.  
 
What she learned about weaving then 
along with later inspiration from  
Japanese textile and fashion designers such  
as Junichi Arai and Issey Miyake or from artists  
such as Louise Bourgeois and Magdalena  
Abakanowicz has always been with her, even  
while she brought up her four children on her  
own.  
 
“I was so fortunate to be able to support  
a family with my type of weaving and the creation  
of textiles,” she explains. And she seeks  
to weave as she lives: “As simply, beautifully  
and honestly as possible.” That means doing  
without contract work.  
 
 



A 19TH-CENTURY LOOM  
 
It subsequently becomes obvious that her inspired  
textiles reflect a multifaceted personality  
that is alert, critical and alive to contradictions.  
For instance as a model for her own creations  
or as a textile specialist collecting woven textiles  
among indigenous peoples on behalf of  
museums.  
 
The focal point of her professional  
life, though, is her five looms. And to prove it,  
the artist, tall and svelte, leads us across her  
property – a clearing surrounded by trees, rushing  
streams and a pond – to her workshop, which she  
designed herself with its high windows.  
 
There we see her favourite loom, a wooden masterpiece 
from the 19th century, a massive contrast to its surroundings.  
 
“I was hypnotized by these materials. The brilliance of the  
different indigo blues was unbelievable.”  
 
But there is no trace of one of those machines that over the past century  
have destroyed the livelihood of millions of hand weavers and  
made hand looms worth little more than firewood. Why not have a  
computerized loom?  
 
“Machines have no soul. They would inhibit my  
imagination, prevent serendipitous discoveries and rule  
out experimenting with materials.” Above all, hand  
weaving keeps you fit in body and mind. And she cites  
the philosopher Immanuel Kant: “The hand is the  
window to the soul.”  
 
THE SIBERIAN IBEX (YANGIR)  
 
Karola Kauffmann uses only the finest materials:  
cashmere, baby camel and silk. For reasons of  
species protection, she won’t have anything  
to do with the finest animal hair, the down hair  
of the Tibet antelope.  
 
But she takes solace in the finest legally available animal hair –  
the “golden fleece of Central Asia”. This hair,  
obtained from the yangir, or Siberian ibex,  
is worth its weight in gold. No more than  
1200 kilograms of down hair from the yangir –  
a rare Himalayan species – can be traded every  
year. However, obtaining other yarns is also  
becoming increasingly difficult as her suppliers  
in the Germanspeaking  world that deliver  to very  
small operations and are responsive to  
special wishes are dying out.  
 



 
 
As a textile artist, she wants to go beyond  
her ability to break out of the strict regimen of  
weaving in order to combine completely unusual  
materials and weave them into their final  
form by an act of breathtaking imagination.  
One of her deepest concerns is to ensure that  
her thought and action are in harmony with  
each other. As a consumer, therefore, she refuses  
to consume cheap, massproduced  
goods.  
 
All too often, the price of such goods is exploitation  
and the sacrifice of quality. “I have to  
take personal responsibility if I advocate quality  
and individuality.” She is happy about every  
person who has found his own individual style  
and refuses to submit to the levelling dictates  
of fashion.  
 
PRECIOUS TEXTILES ACQUIRED BY MUSEUMS  
 
In her search for special textiles, KK in 1993  
came across the Miao and the Dong, two minority  
peoples living in the mountainous area  
of southwestern  China. The peasant women  
were still weaving all their own clothing on  
hand looms: lengths of cotton that were dyed  
with indigo using a complex process and  
worked up into clothing. “I was hypnotized by  
these materials – they were almost like chintz.  
The brilliance of the different indigo hues was  
unbelievable,” says KK, describing the aesthetic  
workaday clothing worn by the women and  
their love of detail. On returning to the area in later  
years, she noticed that the daughters of her friends  
 



were already wearing garish cheap clothing. They no  
longer wanted to learn the craft of their mothers. KK  
encouraged the women to cultivate the art of weaving 
and she bought their used textiles, which were  
received enthusiastically by museums in Switzerland 
and Germany. Today, textile collections of the Miao 
 and the Dong can be found in museums in Zurich,  
Basel, Munich, Stuttgart, Leipzig, Mindelheim and Berlin.  
 
CONSUMMATE COLOUR COMPOSITIONS  
 
The Museum für Angewandte Kunst Frankfurt, however, purchased a  
cloth that had been woven by KK. Why? Sabine Runde, the Museum’s  
Deputy Director, told SPIRIT: “KK’s wonderful textiles are consummate  
colour compositions, exquisite and unique in character. Treasures such  
as these are a luxury for private individuals, but in a museum they are  
accessible to everyone. This means not only that the public has the opportunity  
of encountering such extraordinary works but also that they  
are kept alive for future generations to experience.”  
 
It is an ongoing challenge to be one of the last representatives  
of a profession that has almost died out. Karola Kauffmann intends to  
continue following her intuition. Her idiosyncratic style of work and life  
is bound to remain attractive for people who have a flair for what is  
special. In the words of textile expert Sabine Runde: “The future lies in  
the power of individual expression.” | Ruedi R. Suter 
  
 
KAROLA KAUFFMANN 
IS ONE OF THE LAST PROFESSIONAL WEAVERS  
IN THE GERMANSPEAKING WORLD.   
 
The woven textiles and clothing of Karola Kauffmann  
stand out for their character and beauty. 3 The “gossamer”  
dress: ethereal lightness. 4 A dying breed: it  
is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain valuable  
yarns. 5 Karola Kauffmann on her passion: “Weaving  
is living.” 6 “It’s impossible to weave this material,”  
is something Karola Kauffmann often hears. But  
she proves the opposite! In this skirt she has interlaced  
tapes from old cassettes. 7 3400 silk threads  
are woven on this 19thcentury  
master loom. rrs 
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Textile from Karola Kauffmann in the garde of her workshop. 
 
Address 
 
KAROLA KAUFFMANN SUTER 
WEAVER 
MURGTALSTRASSE 1 
 
D-79736 HOTTINGEN 
TEL. +4977 65 13 09 
 
E-MAIL: karola.kauffmann@freenet.de 
WEB:    www.karolakauffmann.ch 


